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ABSTRACT. The example of failure that took place in Zagreb on 30 March, 1995,
has been investigated in order to obtain appropriate answers to the unexpected
electric power system (EPS) response and consecutive outage of the Krsko nuclear
power plant (NPP).

The analysis has been made of particular operating and stability conditions,
related to the functioning of distance relays line protection. Using a consequent
simulation model of the EPS (European interconnection) under specified fault
condition, the research of EPS operation (relays action) and stability has been
done. The appropriate simulation results have been compared to the available
measured data which had been collected by the SOREL on-line data acquisition
system. In the end, a precise proposal for measures to be taken with the target of
achieving the foreseen and expected operation of the EPS equipment that effects
operation of the Krsko NPP is given.

1. Introduction

The Krsko nuclear power plant (NPP) is connected with the 400-kV
transmission network of the electric power systems (EPSs) of Slovenia and
Croatia. NPP is sited at the very boundary of the two systems. At the same
time, the double 400-kV connection from the Krsko NPP towards Zagreb
constitutes the interconnection with the neighbouring EPS of Croatia and
potentially also with other systems on the territory of Balkan. The Krsko NPP
is connected with the Slovenian EPS through the 400-kV Krsko-Maribor line.

To assure operation in the post-contingency states that may occur in
EPS, each NPP should be connected to EPS through a number of connections.
Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) [1] of the Krsko NPP foresees, too,
that EPS should operate so that failures in one of its sections would not
endanger operation of the plant over another part of the system. Analysis of
our experience with interaction of the Krsko NPP and external EPS operation
show certain facts that sometimes differ from expectations.
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Upon the failure that took place in Zagreb on 30 March, 1995, an
interesting operating event has occurred. Fig. 1 shows the pre-fault steady state
one line diagram of EPS around Krsko NPP as well as the described
connection of Kr§ko NPP with the EPS via three 400-kV lines.
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Fig. 1: Part of the interconnected EPS around Krsko NPP shown as one line
diagram in pre-fault steady state

2. Philosophy of network protection scheme by distance relays

A typical three-zone and directional distance protection relays scheme is
applied in the Slovenian and Croatian EPSs as lines/network protection system.
At the beginning of each line its voltage and line current signals are required,
from which an apparent operating impedance Z sZ0 s forward the relaying point
can be calculated as the fault distance indicator. Consequently, each impedance
zone has a fixed time-delay Tj associated with it by the following expression:

TIId (1)
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Selective elimination of network faults can be obtained using the
described protection scheme, which isolate a faulted network part, by consequent
line(s) opening.

A simplified network diagram from Maribor via Krsko to Zagreb is
shown in Fig. 2, considering the fault location on the end of the Krsko-Zagreb
line, which is already disconnected at Zagreb. Three-zone impedance distances
are marked in Fig. 2 for the Maribor and Krsko relays location towards the
Zagreb direction with fault location.

\Maribor

l fault

KrSko

Moribor-Krsko reloy: Zone I .

Moribor-Krsko reloy: Zone II

Moribor-Krsko reloy: Zone III

Krsko-Zogreb reloy: Zone I

Krsko-Zogreb reloy: Zone II

Fig. 2: Distances of the Maribor and Krsko relays three-zone impedances
towards the Zagreb (fault location)

Protection scheme in Fig. 2 is designed so, that the Zagreb fault location
should be detected (after Zagreb switch opening by zone I acting) by the Krsko
distance protection relay in zone II, and the Maribor distance protection relay
in zone III. In accordance with zones time-delay (1), the Zagreb location fault
should be finally cleared by the Krsko relay acting in zone II and thus
disconnecting the faulted Krsko-Zagreb line completely from the network. In
accordance with the selective protection scheme, the Maribor-Krsko line should
remain closed to make uninterrupted operation of the Krsko NPP possible.

3. Description of the 30 March event

The following time (/) sequence of events occurred in the Slovenian EPS
in the steady state in accordance with Fig. 1 after the two successive faults
appearance at Zagreb node:

/=0 ms 2-phase short-circuit to ground (3Pg-SC) appears on beginning
of the Zagreb-Melina 400-kV line at the Zagreb node (first
fault).
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t=90 ms

t=650 ms

t=850 ms

t=92Q ms

t=1290 ms

f>1300 ms

Zagreb bus protection activates disconnection of all lines and
transformers, connected to the Zagreb node.
Second fault begins as a single-phase short circuit (1P-SC) on
the end of the Krsko-Zagreb2 line at Zagreb (Fig. 2).
Second fault transition from a single-phase to a two-phase
short circuit (2P-SC) at the same location in Zagreb.
Second fault transition from a two-phase to the three-phase
short circuit (3P-SC) at the same location in Zagreb.
Maribor-Krsko line opening by unexpected distance relay,
located at Maribor, action in zone II.
Faulted line Krsko-Zagreb final disconnection at Krsko by
Krsko located distance protection relay, activated in zone II.
The Krsko NPP outage by turbine over-speed protection action
on the 21-kV generator load-breaker.

It is clear from the above event description, that the distance relay
action, located at Maribor, has overtaken the expected action of the relay,
located at Krsko (see protection scheme in Fig. 2), causing thus an unselective
lines outage and making the Krsko NPP power production shortage. The
question appears, why the distance relay, located at Maribor, acts in accordance
with zone II time delay instead of expected detection of the fault in the
slowest zone III?

4. Generator effect on line operating impedance

The answer to the above question should be found by the line operating
impedance determination, as it is detected by the corresponding distance relay.
The adequate network nodal model of the faulted scheme from Fig. 2 is shown
on Fig. 3. Krsko NPP generation is represented by current source /# injected at
the bus K and with the machine nodal admittance yg (part of the nodal
admittance

Fig. 3: Nodal type model representation of the network from Maribor (bus M)
to Zagreb (bus Z) during 3-phase short circuit in Zagreb

Distance relay, located at Maribor (bus M), is measuring the operating
impedance ZM in line Maribor-Krsko to the direction of Zagreb (bus Z), where
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three-phase fault appears. Distance relay, located at Kr§ko (bus K), is
measuring the operating impedance Z& in faulted line Krsko-Zagreb at the
same time. In accordance with the Fig. 3. labelling the operating impedance at
Kr§ko location towards faulted line to Zagreb can be expressed as

xr i

(2)

which is equal to the constant line impedance from bus K to the fault location
at the bus Z. On the other hand, the operating impedance at M bus towards
Z bus is

V V V
_ ¥ M r_J± = __M C\\M I I -I -I I -V (Y +Y "

1MK lK 2KK IKZ XK rK\1KK T l KZ

It is clear from (3) that impedance ZM besides constant line impedance
part contains also time dependent state variables, caused by fault effect on
generation source, i.e. Ij^t), VK(0> yg(0- In the case of a big machine strongly
affected by a fault, an operating impedance change can be detected by a
distance protection relay. In the case of a large interconnected EPS, the best
way to access time dependent variables is by using the computer simulation
approach.

5. Simulation analysis

A lot of simulation runs have been done by use of the transient-mid
term simulation program DINSIS, described in [3] and, complete Slovenian and
Croatian EPSs, together with neighbouring EPSs of the UCPTE interconnection
is used as a model, containing 52 generating plants, 275 buses and 448 high
voltage lines/transformers.

Unsymmetrical faults are represented by their symmetrical equivalent fault
impedance and results are obtained in the symmetrical form only. However, the
final simulated system trajectory results on that way, ending in symmetrical 3-
phase short circuit (3P-SC) and lines switching very closely to the real time
measurements (see next chapter).

The example of simulated results for the faults sequence case as
described in Chapter 3, applied on the pre-fault steady state as partly shown in
Fig. 1, are presented in Fig. 4. The Krsko NPP generation output time plot of
active power, reactive power and, generator current on 813 MVA/22.350 A base
are shown per unit in Fig. 4, together with the Kr§kd 400-kV node voltage in
kV and the Kr§ko machine frequency in Hz. Important fact visible in Fig. 4 is
the generator current increase and the Krsko node voltage decrease during 3P-
SC fault duration period (impedance decrease).

Operating impedance trajectory plot during faults sequence as it could be
seen by distance relay located on the Maribor-Krsko line at the Maribor node
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System Analysis During 30 March Zagreb Bus Faults Sequence
v. ^ v. -v. \ KrSko NPP. Electrical Output During Faults Sequence
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Fig. 4: Time plot of the Krsko NPP electrical quantities during Zagreb
sequence of events on March 30, 1995, obtained by simulation

Relay on the MARIBOR-KRSKO line ot the MARIB0R bus

Xv = 24.50 Ro =-999.99 Xo =-547.71

01 = 20.83 02 = 29.40 03 = 55.00 X/R= 1.00

Operational impedance on Maribor -Krsko ot Moribbr

Oistonce relay characteristics

Fig. 5: Characteristics of distance relay located on the Maribor-Krsko line at
the Maribor node and the corresponding impedance trajectory plot
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is shown in Fig. 5 together with the corresponding distance relay bordering
characteristics. Fig. 5 clearly shows that the impedance trajectory, at the
moment of the 3P-SC fault beginning in consistency with the relay impedance
zone settings philosophy, lies in the zone III. Because of the 3P-SC duration
and corresponding Krsko NPP generator acting the impedance trajectory is
transferred to zone II causing unexpected fast relay activation and unselected
opening of the Maribor-Krsko line instead of the faulted Krsko-Zagreb line.

6. SOREL measurements and simulation results comparison

In order to evaluate the simulation results and corresponding analysis, the
simulation results should be compared to some measured data obtained on the
real EPS. The SOREL system compact disturbance recorders [5] are installed in
Slovenian EPS and their data are used for simulation results comparison.

Absolute values impedance plot of the line Maribor-Krsko operating
impedance at the Maribor node is shown in Fig. 6. Plotted curves are obtained
by SOREL system collected data and by the DINSIS simulation program. From
the three phase SOREL measurements of line voltages and currents, the
average values of the line operating impedance are calculated in order to be
compared to the symmetrically oriented simulation program results.

Sys tem Response During 30 March Zagreb Bus Fa u l t s Sequence

SOREL Measurements and Simulation Results Comparison

Operation impedance Irom SOREL system

Operation impedance from simulation /TV

OJ

0.00 0.22 1.32

Fig. 6: Simulation results versus SOREL on-line measurements comparison of
the impedance plot at the Maribor node towards the Krsko node
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The above curves in Fig. 6 are very close to each other during fault-on
periods and increased differences are noticed during no-fault period. This fact
could be explained with the less accuracy of the SOREL system during low
currents period (no-fault) because this system is arranged mainly for the fault-
on measurements. However, the final 3P-SC period curves are practically the
same and the trouble making impedance drop is detected by the SOREL
system, too.

7. Conclusion

Some preventive measures should be taken into account to prevent the
Krsko NPP unnecessary outage due to the similar network faults. Improvement
of the network operation reliability is an important secondary component of the
final nuclear safety of the NPP.

Additional selectivity introduction of the distance protection system is
proposed in the case of the Krsko NPP connection with the Slovenian and
Croatian network. Additional selectivity can be obtained by setting the Krsko
node located distance protection relays time delays of zone II/zone III to the
lower values than Maribor and Zagreb located distance relays zone II/zone III
time delays. The time delays of zone II and zone III of the Krsko located
distance relays should be around 100 ms lower from the time delay of relays,
located on the opposite side of the lines.
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